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The Monash Centre for Consciousness and Contemplative Studies 
acknowledges the people of the Kulin Nation, on whose land we work. We pay 
our respects to their Elders, past, present and emerging.

For a centre such as M3CS, focused on contemplative practices, it is 
particularly appropriate and important to acknowledge, and incorporate into 
our values and operation, that we exist on the land of the oldest contemplative 
tradition in the world. We strive to learn from First Nations about contemplation 
and connection – connection to ourselves, each other, and country.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Welcome to the first Annual 
Report for the Monash Centre 
for Consciousness and 
Contemplative Studies, now 
known by its acronym, M3CS. 

WELCOME

It has been an extraordinary year, as The Monash Centre for Consciousness 
and Contemplative Studies (M3CS) has been established, the team 
assembled, physical spaces occupied, and the Centre officially launched. After 
one year, M3CS is fully functional and already contributing significantly across 
research, education and community engagement.

Funded through a generous philanthropic grant from the Three Springs 
Foundation, M3CS is a university-based research centre and educational hub. The 
M3CS mission is to conduct research across humanities, philosophy, psychology, 
medicine and neuroscience, to deliver innovative, experiential and evidence-based 
education on contemplative practices, to promote interfaith and secular dialogue, 
and to engage with contemplative communities and partner organisations. 

M3CS aims to make contemplative practices central to our conscious 
connection with each other and our environment, thus enabling us to better 
solve the many challenges the world confronts. The Centre aims to wake us up 
to ourselves, each other and the planet.

M3CS combines consciousness science and contemplative studies, and takes 
a highly interdisciplinary approach to all its activities. This unique combination 
has already borne remarkable fruit. We are engaging with leading research labs, 
stakeholders and diverse communities in Australia and world-wide – the Centre 
is buzzing with activity in all dimensions. The M3CS vision is proving attractive 
to students, researchers and contemplative practitioners, and we have quickly 
built a critical mass of team members. Currently, M3CS houses about 30 PhD 
students and staff, most of whom spend several days a week in the Centre’s 
new spaces. Several Centre affiliates and guests add to this amazing team. It is a 
joy for all and the energy and synergy of the team is outstanding.

Year one of M3CS began in July 2021, when funding became available 
and we started assembling the team. As this report attests, we have made 
considerable strides with innovative educational offerings, exciting research 
projects and meaningful engagements with communities.

We appreciate the enthusiastic support and genuine interest M3CS continues 
to receive from all sides. Monash University and the Faculty of Arts have 
embraced this new Centre, allowing us to get a strong start. The wide 
international community of consciousness science and contemplative studies 
already recognise us. Our Advisory Committee represents an awe-inspiring 
wealth of local and international experience from all facets of the Centre’s 
mission. We are privileged to be welcomed into many communities, industries 
and organisations. We are well-positioned to accomplish our mission.

The M3CS team strongly believes this is a once-in-a-career opportunity and we 
are making the most of it. We are deeply grateful to the vision and generosity 
for this philanthropic grant and to the clear-eyed vision of Martin and Loreto 
Hosking through the Three Springs Foundation. To our mind, this unique 
opportunity represents the best possible partnership between philanthropy 
and university – M3CS is set to transform lives for the better and deepen our 
understanding of the things that matter most in life.

As we embark on our second year, the team is brimming with enthusiasm and 
optimism. Though we were confident of success when we planned the Centre, 
we are amazed at how fast M3CS is gaining momentum, and we are eagerly 
seizing the many opportunities its existence generates. 

Professor Jakob Hohwy
Centre Director
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 2021–22

EDUCATION

2 
EXPERENTIAL 
UNDERGRAD 

ELECTIVES DESIGNED:

• TRUE HAPPINESS

• LIVING A  
MEANINGFUL LIFE

1 
POSTGRADUATE UNIT:

• MINDFULNESS 
FOR WORKPLACE 
WELLBEING AND 
PRODUCTIVITY

200+ 
ENROLMENTS IN 
TOTAL; STRONG 

STUDENT 
EVALUATIONS

CONTRIBUTING TO 
IN-CURRICULUM 

PROGRAMS ACROSS 
FACULTIES

DEDICATED EDUCATION 
TEAM AND TUTORS

COMMUNITY

50+ 
PUBLIC TALKS AND 

SEMINARS

50+ 
ACADEMIC TALKS AND 

KEYNOTES

8+ 
BESPOKE COMMUNITY 

OFFERINGS (E.G. 
MUSIC, SCULPTURE, 

VIDEO, TRAINING, 
WORKSHOPS)

22+ 
CONTEMPLATIVE 

SCIENCE PODCAST 
EPISODES

SOCIAL MEDIA: 
TWITTER (1000+ 

FOLLOWERS); 
LINKEDIN, INSTAGRAM

CONTRIBUTING 
TO MINDFULNESS 
PROGRAMS FOR 
THOUSANDS OF 

MONASH STUDENTS  
AND STAFF

ENTERPRISE

DIRECTOR OF 
CAPABILITY & 
INNOVATION 
RECRUITED

100
INDUSTRY PARTNERS 

INTERVIEWED FOR 
MARKET RESEARCH

5 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

PROGRAMS 
DEVELOPED FOCUSING 

ON WELL-BEING, 
RESILIENCE, 

MINDFULNESS, 
PRODUCTIVITY AND 

REFLECTION

COMPASSION 
FOR HEALTHCARE 

WORKERS PROGRAM 
LAUNCHED; 250+ 

PARTICIPANTS

RESEARCH

38+ 
PEER-REVIEWED 
PUBLICATIONS

6 
EXTERNALLY FUNDED 
PHD SCHOLARSHIPS; 
12 PHD STUDENTS  

IN TOTAL

6 
POSTDOCS WORKING 
ON M3CS’S AGENDA

ESTABLISHED THE 
WAWU GRANT 
IN INDIGENOUS 

CONTEMPLATIVE 
STUDIES

WON MAJOR GRANT 
IN CONSCIOUSNESS 

SCIENCE

4 
FORMALISED 
RESEARCH 

COLLABORATIONS

ORGANISATION

CENTRE MANAGER 
RECRUITED

NEWLY REFURBISHED 
PHYSICAL SPACES 

OCCUPIED

LAB ESTABLISHED

CONTEMPLATIVE 
ROOM WITH DAILY 

SESSIONS

APPROX 40 ACTIVELY 
INVOLVED CENTRE 
STAFF, STUDENTS,  
AND AFFILIATES

ADVISORY  
COMMITTEE OF  

13 EMINENT LEADERS 
IN THE FIELD

OVERVIEW OF 2021–2022 EVENTS

February 2022  
First run of 

Mindfulness 
postgraduate unit

April 2022  
M3CS moved 

into refurbished 
spaces

March 2022  
Contemplative 

Scientist Podcast 
launched

May 2022  
Director of Innovation 

and Capability 
commenced

May 2022  
M3CS Wawu 

grant in Indigenous 
Contemplative 

Studies establishedMay 2022  
Official launch

May 2022  
Premiere of 

contemplative music 
Kaivalya

June 2022  
Two postdocs 
commenced

February 2022  
First run of True 

Happiness 
undergraduate 

elective

February 2021  
Core team 

commences 
planning

February 2021  
Funding from  
Three Springs  

Foundation agreed

May 2021  
M3CS approved 
as a University 
research centre

June 2021  
Core team 

Mission & Vision 
workshop

July 2021  
Funding 

commenced

October 2021  
First postdoc 
commenced

October 2021  
Education staff 
commenced

November 2021  
Centre Manager 

commenced

December 2021  
First meeting 
of Advisory 
Committee
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MISSION
Through research, education and community engagement, M3CS will help us wake up to ourselves, each other and the 
planet. The Centre’s mission is to make contemplative practices central to our evolving understanding of consciousness, 
and to human existence and flourishing. Wellbeing and contemplative practices are valuable but are not mere ends in 
themselves, and it is part of our mission to investigate how contemplative practices may help change our conscious 
connection with each other and our environment, and thereby help us gain a different perspective on the problems the 
world confronts, and find better and wiser solutions.

M3CS focuses its interdisciplinary academic lens on our common humanity while positively impacting student and 
community wellbeing through the development of taught, practice-based units underpinned by research into both 
contemplation and consciousness itself. We seek to offer contemplative programs to a broad range of private, public and 
educational organisations in the wider community. We aim to listen to and engage with contemplative communities.

We take a broad perspective on contemplative practices, and focus on contemplation as a state of consciousness, 
engaging the whole body and manifested in many different types of activity. We approach this theoretically, through 
philosophy and conceptual analysis, as well as empirically, through practice, and informed by neuroscience and 
psychology. We believe that contemplation is fundamentally connected to both our consciousness and to our actions, 
and can help make the world a better place.

The animating thought behind M3CS is that consciousness and contemplation should be understood together, and set in 
relation to the way we act in the world. Contemplative practices do not exist in a vacuum but engage our whole conscious 
state, including perception, attention, decision-making and sense of self. Conversely, consciousness is deeply entwined 
with contemplative practices in all its forms, shaping our own minds and allowing insight. Together, consciousness and 
contemplation opens new avenues for engaging and connecting with oneself, each other and the world.

 COMPASSION

 WELL-BEING

 THRIVING

ACTION

CONSCIOUSNESS CONTEMPLATION

HUMANITY 

WISDOM 

ENQUIRY 

M3CS brings humanity, wisdom and inquiry to bear on the consciousness-contemplation-action relation, leading to compassion, well-being 
and thriving.

FOUNDATIONS

The Centre aims to wake us up  
to ourselves, each other  

and the planet.

Monash Centre for Consciousness and Contemplative Studies4
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Advisory Committee for M3CS met in December 2021, offering valuable advice for the initial conception of M3CS. 
Several members have offered expert advice and engaged with the Centre since. Members have offered their time for 
interview for the M3CS podcast and the undergraduate electives, helped formulating and shaping our First Nations 
policy, formed links to Asian contemplative communities and researchers, and advised on research projects.

PHYSICAL SPACES
M3CS is located in a large purpose-built space on Monash University’s Clayton campus, on the 4th floor of 29 Ancora 
Imparo Way. The Centre spaces includes labs for behavioural and physiological testing, meeting spaces and a 
contemplative space. The Centre also has dedicated meeting and activity spaces in Monash’s heritage listed Religious 
Centre. 

NETWORKS
Through M3CS, Monash University is signed on to the Charter for Compassion. M3CS has become a member of the 
International Society for Contemplative Research. 

WEB PRESENCE AND SOCIAL MEDIA
M3CS has a comprehensive and up-to-date website, an active twitter account, a podcast, Instagram, and LinkedIn.

ORGANISATION AND GOVERNANCE
M3CS comprises about 30 active members, who each spend all or part of their week in the Centre’s physical spaces. In 
addition, there is a strong group of regular collaborators as Centre members and affiliates. The organisational chart sets 
out the overall structure and governance; see all personnel in the Who We Are section.

Head of SchoolCentre DirectorCentre Manager

Director – Capability  
& Innovation

Enterprise Staff
M3CS Post-docs and 

PhD Students
Education Staff

Director – Education Director – Engagement

 Advisory Committee Executive Board

Associated  
Academic Staff

Dean, Faculty of Arts FGM, Faculty of Arts

https://www.monash.edu/consciousness-contemplative-studies/home
https://twitter.com/Monash_M3CS
https://www.thecontemplativescientists.com/
https://www.instagram.com/m3csmonash/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/monash3cs/
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“The huge real life practicality and implications. I found how the reflectiveness on my own 
life was encouraged and that this was extremely useful in consolidating the content.”

“The practical mindfulness knowledge I have gained and the sense of being able to 
harness these practices with the objective of self-improvement.”

“The M3CS teaching staff have been unlike any teaching staff that I’ve experienced in any 
other unit. They really know all of us as people rather than just as students and have really 
developed authentic connections with us throughout the semester.”

The postgraduate vocationally focused online programs – the first of which being Mindfulness for Workplace Wellbeing 
and Productivity – are online and draw on our experience of running successful online courses over many years. These 
aim to contextualise and apply mindfulness-based skills to different work environments and situations with the aim 
of fostering wellbeing, increasing work engagement, enhancing decision making and improving communication. As 
previously mentioned, practice and reflection underpins theory.

In Semester 1 2022 True Happiness was piloted and quickly enrolled 54 students in two tutorials. A run with two–three tutorials 
(70–90 students) will happen in Semester 2, with more tutorials put on in 2023. The other elective, Living a Meaningful Life 
will be rolled out in Semester 1 2023. Mindfulness for Workplace Wellbeing and Productivity had 33 postgraduates enrolled in 
Semester 1 and 41 are enrolled for Semester 2 2022. As an organisational unit, M3CS had no less than 200 enrolments for 
Semester 1 and 2 of 2022, a strong start for a brand new Centre. The student evaluations of our offerings received excellent 
and outstanding levels.

The main aims for the 2022–23 year include fine-tuning current programs but also contextualising and adapting these 
units so as to make them available for the wider community, as part of our Engagement activities. Other educational 
projects will include developing new postgraduate vocationally focused units for teachers and health professionals.

With Monash’s track record in the development and delivery of contemplative and mindfulness-based education, the 
education team at M3CS hit the ground running and have kept up a cracking pace over the last 12 months. Some 
initiatives such as the curriculum-based teaching have been consolidated and expanded and other new ones have been 
developed and launched. Education highlights for 2021–22 include:

§	The development and delivery of the first 6 credit point, semester long undergraduate elective, True Happiness 
(ATS2267/3327)

§	The planning and development of the second 6 credit point undergraduate elective, Living a Meaningful Life 
(ATS2266/3326), which is due for its first run in 2023.

§	Delivery of the new online postgraduate unit, Mindfulness for Workplace Wellbeing and Productivity (APG5136).

§	In conjunction with Campus Community Services, in-curriculum delivery of mindfulness content to nearly 4,500 
students and delivery of elective workshops and courses to nearly 2,400 more.

§	Ongoing delivery of the two leading mindfulness-based Massive Online Open Courses, Mindfulness for Wellbeing and 
Peak Performance, and Maintaining a Mindful Life.

None of this wonderful work would happen without the contributions of the highly dedicated educational team we have within 
M3CS, in particular, Dr Sherelle Connaughton who has taken the role of unit coordinator for the 6 credit point units.

In commenting on their experience studying the Centres first flagship undergraduate elective, True Happiness, these 
students summed up the main educational aims of M3CS, that is, our contemplative education initiatives should be 
academically interesting, scientifically rigorous and, importantly, learning should be founded on experience so as to make 
a positive difference in students’ lives.

“It’s clear from day one that (the instructors) are genuinely compassionate people who 
have an interest in not just helping the students to achieve academically but also to lead 
happier lives.”

“The (electives) not only pair the academic and scientific content but also practical 
applications you can take out into the rest of your life.” 

Year 3 undergraduate students

These for-credit semester-long undergraduate units (True Happiness, and Living a Meaningful Life) are M3CS’s major 
innovations in contemplative education, allowing students to take a much deeper dive into contemplative practices 
academically and experientially than the brief in-curriculum mindfulness teaching allows. Weekly 2-hour highly interactive 
tutorials are underpinned by readings, guided meditative practices, discussion forums, and viewing bespoke recorded 
interviews with many of the world’s leading contemplative experts who generously donated their time. In these interviews 
the experts share their insights into the big questions the unit explores such as, why all the stress and disconnection in 
the modern world, how does meditation help, why is compassion so important, who (what) am I, what does it mean to 
lead a meaningful life, and what is true happiness?

Also crucial from a teaching pedagogy perspective is that the teaching staff model the awareness, compassion and openness 
that the material espouses. The teaching happens not just through theoretical conversations but through practice, reflection 
and modelling the principles. As such, we hope that these units help to open inquiring minds and transform students’ lives for 
the better. These are some of the responses from students when asked about the most useful part of the unit.

“The topics chosen throughout this unit were deeply interesting and very relevant to 
everyone. There was so much that was insightful and resonated with me … and the 
teaching staff were unbelievably kind and helpful!”

EDUCATION
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One year into its life, M3CS has built a substantial portfolio of community engagement and service. M3CS members have 
conducted in excess of 50 talks and media engagements, aimed at the general public or specific professional groups. 
We also delivered or organised about 50 talks to academic audiences around the world. Many of these engagements are 
invited, from organisations and media. There are many highlights, listed on the Centre’s webpage.

Several bespoke events are designed and delivered by M3CS, in accordance with our focus on inclusive and novel ways 
of raising awareness of contemplative practices and their connection to consciousness and action.

EXAMPLES OF BESPOKE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Director of Engagement, Professor Rivke Margolis worked closely with the musician and Buddhist scholar Dr Gidi Ifergan 
to compose, Kaivalya, an amazing, evocative piece of contemplative music, intended to start conversations with wisdom 
traditions across the world – this piece had its world premiere at our official launch. This has led to the establishment of 
Ensemble Telos, who continues the exploration of contemplative music in performances and new compositions.

M3CS postdoc Dr Mark Miller and podcaster Jamie Slevin have launched a full-scale, weekly podcast for M3CS, The 
Contemplative Science Podcast, featuring a diverse and intriguing set of conversations with leading scientists and 
practitioners worldwide. This podcast gives voice to an inclusive cast of practitioners and at the same time stakes out 
M3CS’s claim to pursue contemplative science in a distinctively modern manner.

The creative event “The work is not the work” (pictured below), explores the possibility of an artist claiming someone 
else’s consciousness as their own artwork. This work-not-work, and the delightful and thought-provoking stories behind, 
makes us contemplate the materiality (or immateriality) of consciousness. The artist Ellis Moseley has generously donated 
it to the centre, where it is on display. M3CS will work with Ellis and other artists in coming years to expand this creative 
notion of consciousness art.

COMMUNITY

M3CS is leading the region with its cutting edge research, and as part of our commitment to help the world wake up, we 
are building a suite of programs to shift the ways we work, live and thrive in the world, backed by science. Our research 
is moving beyond the walls of the Centre and the university, to make a significant impact on businesses, individuals and 
communities. In doing so, we also ensure the longevity and expansion of the Centre.

In our initial phase we consulted with industry to identify key pain points and specific areas ripe for our intervention. We 
interviewed 100 people at more than 72 organisations across different sectors: government, education, medical, not-for-profit, 
community, large corporate and small business. We now have a strong indication of the problems they face, and their key 
areas of concern: combat burnout, acknowledge greater resilience would lead to better outcomes, concern about apathy 
and disengagement, wanting training to increase empathy in the workplace. Many interviewees were concerned about 
communication in a hybrid work environment, and stress and overwhelm among employees in a pandemic work environment.

We are currently in our second phase of development, auditing our program content to identify key courses and tools 
that address these needs and concerns. Our current offerings include: 
§	8 week Wellbeing and Resilience training, led by Professor Craig Hassed 
§	4 week Mindful Peak Performance online program, led by Professor Craig Hassed and Dr Richard Chambers 
§	4 week Maintaining a Mindful Life online program, led by Professor Craig Hassed and Dr Richard Chambers 
§	4 week Compassion for Healthcare Workers online program, led by Dr Debbie Ling, with Professor Craig Hassed and 

Dr Richard Chambers
§	4 week Reflective Reasoning for Business Teams online program, led by Andrew McKilliam, with Professor Craig 

Hassed, Dr Richard Chambers and Professor Jakob Hohwy. 

Q3 and Q4 2022 will see both the piloting and wider rollout of these offerings to our two strongest demand markets: 
large corporate and medical. We are designing these offerings to be combinable and stackable to address business 
needs in an agile manner.

We are currently creating a burnout course to satisfy that key demand, with a view to piloting the program with Monash 
University educators in September this year, and offering it to the education and emergency worker sectors later in 2022. 

Since its launch, the Centre has had great representation into organisations with Professor Craig Hassed delivering keynotes to 
organisations such as the Australian Services Union and Career Practitioner Seminar at Monash, as well as workshops to the 
Royal Australian Navy to supplement our rollout of our Mindfulness and Peak Performance online course to a wider pilot. 

Director of Capability and Innovation, Megan Flamer has delivered keynotes on the M3CS mission at the Girls In Tech 
conference, Tropic Innovation Festival and the Victorian Public Sector Commission Innovation Immersions, as well as 
roundtables at Digital Health Fest. 

SHOWCASE: COMPASSION TRAINING FOR HEALTH CARE WORKERS
This course was designed by Dr Debbie Ling in collaboration with Professor Craig Hassed and Dr Richard Chambers, 
and is a joint venture between M3CS and the Department of Social Work. More than 250 participants have gone through 
already this year, with two more public runs of the course already scheduled before the end of 2022. Additionally, 
contracts with private enterprise, such as major hospitals and educational institutions, are currently being negotiated. 
These are a couple of the responses from participants who undertook the course.

“A long overdue addition to the professional development of health workers. This course 
takes you on a tour of compassion that will deepen your self-awareness, improve your 
helping skills and support your everyday work and life. The teaching team are clearly 
passionate experts in this field and share much wisdom”

“You may not be able to prevent or alleviate someone’s distress, but your response to it 
can be beneficial. Thank you for a wonderful course”

ENTERPRISE

https://www.monash.edu/consciousness-contemplative-studies/community/events
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCg5Hi3rkmCc-WBv1NaMkvWw
https://www.thecontemplativescientists.com/
https://www.thecontemplativescientists.com/
https://www.monash.edu/consciousness-contemplative-studies/community/artwork
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M3CS partnered with Monash Occupational Health and Safety in delivering Mindful May to Monash students and staff as 
well as the wider community. Participants joined Professor Craig Hassed and Dr Richard Chambers for a weekly webinar 
through May, joining in the conversation with some of the most brilliant minds to learn about their insights, experiences 
and practical tips on how to become more present and aware in daily life.

Locally, M3CS has partnered with Endeavour Hills Neighbourhood Centre to contribute to their Wellbeing Workshop 
Series, supported by the City of Casey. Professor Craig Hassed is engaging deeply with the community, offering several 
workshops on the art and science of mindfulness.

Our media engagements amplify our ambition and momentum, and lead to interesting outcomes. For example, as 
a result of our media engagements, M3CS received a generous donation of $150,000 from the family of the late 
neurologist Leon Basser, which we have used to establish an exciting, ongoing public lecture series on consciousness 
and free will. The first lecture is planned for June 2023.

What does it mean to transform one’s consciousness, and is it a good thing to try to do? M3CS’s Associate Professor 
Monima Chadha, Dr Jennifer Windt and PhD student and Buddhist monk, Kevin Berryman leveraged their research and 
personal experiences in a fantastic panel discussion at the Centre’s official launch in an excellent example of engaged 
and enriching research communication. The panel is available in a quality video and will be packaged as a series of 
articles in the Psyche online magazine.

M3CS has confirmed a partnership with Monash Art, Design and Architecture (MADA) – a collaboration between final year 
design students and M3CS with a working title of “The Mind Train”. The students will consult with M3CS to create mindful 
and contemplative design experiences and present them in an exhibition for the public in Caulfield in November 2022.

This needs to be on its own page, between 
Community and Research

As a kind of special feature.

Can the ‘Research’ pages then reduce to 3 
pages, so we still land on 28?

M3CS has established a First Nations policy aligned with Monash governance, which commits us to support of 
Indigenous-led research on contemplative studies. We thank our Advisory Committee member Cathy Freeman for 
recommending that M3CS articulates such a policy.

The central component of this commitment is the establishment of the M3CS Wawu Grant in Indigenous  
Contemplative Studies. 

The inaugural recipient of this grant is Dr Cammi Murrup-Stewart, the Turner Institute at Monash University, with a 
$150,000 grant to lead a three year research project on sense of connection in communities of Indigenous youths.

Cathy Freeman is of Kuku Yalanji descent and ‘Wawu’ is a word meaning spirit life force from her Indigenous ancestral 
country. The word is part of the Eastern Kuku Yalanji and Kuku Nyungkul Bama Language. The traditional country of the 
Kuku Yalanji people extends from south of Mossman to Cooktown in the north, and Palmer River in the west of far north 
Queensland. We acknowledge Desmond Tayley, Kuku Nyungkul/Kuku Yalanji Junior Elder for his input in securing a title 
for this M3CS Grant. 

M3CS WAWU GRANT IN INDIGENOUS 
CONTEMPLATIVE STUDIES

M3CS exists on the land of the oldest 
contemplative tradition in the world. We 
strive to learn from First Nations about 

contemplation and connection – connection 
to ourselves, each other, and country.

132021–2022 Annual Report
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Under the area Contemplation in cognition and neuroscience a number of projects are progressing well, with piloting 
and full designs developed. We published a study on body illusions under mindfulness, showing dissociations between 
attention and acceptance (Professor Jakob Hohwy and Dr Richard Chambers). Several studies explore dreaming, mind-
wandering, and other states of consciousness, with an emerging focus on transformative experiences (in contemplation, 
grief, and other states such as lockdowns and pregnancy) (Dr Jennifer Windt and Dr Kelsey Perrykkad). A large study will 
explore the neural correlates of ‘jhana’ (focused attention) states, at retreats with contrasting contemplative practitioner 
groups (Dr Mark Miller). Promising pilot data has been collected in a project investigating the role of pace breathing on 
bodily states (Dr Andrew Corcoran and Professor Jakob Hohwy). A large project, as part of an international consortium, 
will put current theories of consciousness to the test in EEG/MEG experiments (Professor Jakob Hohwy, Dr Andrew 
Corcoran and Dr Jonathan Robinson).

PHD STUDENTS
The Centre houses around 12 PhD students, which is a very high number for any research unit. Several students moved 
over with the incorporation of the Cognition & Philosophy Lab into M3CS, and many have pivoted their existing research 
projects to M3CS’s mission. Six students have accepted scholarships offered by the Australian Federal Government, 
with projects directly pitched for M3CS. With each scholarship valued at approximately $100,000, this reflects a very 
large external investment in the Centre. The influx of new students demonstrates the Centre’s ability to attract top quality 
students and means the Centre does not have to itself fund as many scholarships as was planned, freeing up resources. 

PUBLICATIONS
M3CS has quickly established a strong suite of research outputs in international peer-reviewed journals, spanning all 
facets of our research strategy. Some earlier publications were in the pipeline as the Centre was established, and the 
later increasingly reflects research projects spearheaded by M3CS. The majority are bylined to M3CS, promoting our 
distinctive research profile to the international research community. The Centre’s website lists all publications, with open 
access options free for all. The website also has many scientific preprints, most of which are under submission with 
scientific journals.

Publications are listed in Appendix A.

RESEARCH DISSEMINATION
Researchers from M3CS have contributed more than 50 talks, keynotes, invited talks and posters to seminars, 
conferences, workshops, symposia across Australia and the world (listed on the website). This includes highly visible 
keynotes to international mindfulness conferences, consciousness science conferences, philosophy conferences, and 
numerous scientific and contemplative events.

Examples of research dissemination include: What to do about moral responsibility? Buddhist and Daoist perspectives. In 
April, M3CS engaged with Advisory Committee member Professor Kai-Yuan Cheng in a philosophical panel discussion, 
across wisdom traditions, on this question. Professor Kai-Yuan Cheng spoke about Zhuangzi’s Account of Moral 
Responsibility, with comments from Dr Ellie Wang (Philosophy Department, National Cheng Chi University, Taipei). Associate 
Professor Monima Chadha spoke on Vasubandhu’s Account of Moral Responsibility, with comments from Professor Chien-
Hsing Ho (Institute of Chinese Literature and Philosophy, Academia Sinica, Taipei), followed by discussion.

Is virtual reality real? How does Virtual reality (VR) impact on the mind and well-being. M3CS hosted influential 
philosopher Professor David Chalmers to speak on this topic in June, accompanied by Professor Antonio Verdejo-
Garcia, who presented his work on virtual reality and anxiety.

We have recently launched a new monthly online seminar series entitled Coffee, Tea & Computational Wellbeing, 
where leading researchers are discussing new work on how humans as predictive agents are able to thrive in volatile 
environments. The series coincides with our upcoming Neuroscience of Consciousness special issue entitled 
Experiencing Well-Being: An Active Inference Approach to Mental Health and Subjective Well-Being (co-edited by 
postdoc Dr Mark Miller).

M3CS’s research sits at the intersection of consciousness science and contemplative studies. We aim to have a bustling 
and broad-ranging portfolio of research projects, publications and grants, building the Centre’s identity as an innovator in 
the consciousness and contemplative studies field.

We are quickly forging international recognition for innovative research in this interdisciplinary area.

Consciousness science is a highly interdisciplinary international research endeavour to address one of the great 
unresolved scientific challenges, the nature of consciousness. Here, philosophers, psychologists, physicists, AI 
researchers, and neuroscientists work together to arrive at a fundamental theory of how consciousness arises from 
brain activity, with focus on conscious perception, the self, attention, and agency and autonomy. Contemplative 
studies comprises a broad set of activities across research centres and contemplative practitioners from many 
communities worldwide; here the focus is on understanding the place and function of various contemplative 
practices in people’s lives. Contemplative studies reach into philosophy, ethics, religious studies and the great 
wisdom traditions, and across to behavioural studies and neuroscience.

The research in M3CS coalesces around the triad of consciousness – contemplation – action. We want to know how 
contemplative practices depend on and change one’s state of consciousness – and how this in turn connects to our 
decisions and actions.

PROJECTS
At its inception, M3CS had three overall research areas:

§	Evaluation and assessment of educational and professional development offerings

§	Philosophy, consciousness and contemplative studies.

§	Contemplation in cognition and neuroscience.

Though there is overlap between these areas, these are informative partitions in our research agenda. Alongside these 
areas, we now have added the Indigenous-led M3CS Wawu Grant in Indigenous Contemplative Studies, described earlier.

Under the area Evaluation and assessment of educational and professional development offerings there are now several 
publications providing evidence for the efficacy of M3CS’s own educational offerings. To build and consolidate on this, 
we have set up a project at arms-length from us (to counter any biases) with the private Institute for Social Neuroscience, 
which we anticipate will lead to further external grants. We have also entered collaboration with Dr Larissa Bartlett at The 
University of Tasmania for Phase 2 development of a mindfulness measurement tool, where a person’s close relative or 
friend scores the mindfulness of the person’s actions – in line with our focus on the contemplation-action relation. Our 
Professional Development programs on compassion are also being tested in different populations and we contribute 
to psychometric developments in this field (Professor Craig Hassed, Dr Richard Chambers, Dr Debbie Ling, Professor 
Jakob Hohwy and Dr Sherelle Connaughton). 

Under the area Philosophy, consciousness and contemplative studies, we have a wide range of innovative and 
cross-disciplinary projects – and publications are appearing rapidly. An ongoing, large project investigates if and how 
meditation states can be said to be devoid of content (Dr Toby Woods and Dr Jennifer Windt), or can be said to be 
nonconceptual (Associate Professor Moinma Chadha and Dr Iwan Williams). Several studies investigate aspects of the 
self, for example as modulated in contemplative states, and ask how the self relates to compassionate action, how it 
and overall states of consciousness may change during transformative events (such as pandemic lockdowns), how there 
can be moral responsibility if there is no self (Associate Professor Monima Chadha, Professor Jakob Hohwy, Dr Kelsey 
Perrykkad, Dr Jennifer Windt). We consider how states of consciousness such as boredom, stress, or states associated 
with creativity and play may relate to happiness and well-being, working within the predictive processing framework and 
exploring the idea of thriving under volatility (Professor Jakob Hohwy, Dr Andrew Corcoran, Dr Mark Miller). On the more 
philosophical and religious studies side, we have work on metaphysical and mental aspects of Buddhist philosophy, and 
in-depth papers and translations in studies in sufism (Associate Professor Monima Chadha, Dr Aydogan Kars).

RESEARCH

https://www.monash.edu/consciousness-contemplative-studies
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WHO WE ARE

RESEARCH INCOME
M3CS is actively building on its success by attracting further funding and building additional capacity. To this end, we 
apply for funding from multiple external sources, and have won several already. 

Templeton World Charity Foundation 
In July 2022, M3CS received more than $1,000,000 as part of a large international research consortium who was successful in 
the Templeton World Charity Foundation’s ambitious scheme for promoting consciousness science. This consortium, entitled 
INTREPID, conducts high quality neuroscience in ‘adversarial collaboration’ to test theories of consciousness, and won a 
combined $5,000,000. M3CS is one of three main nodes, and two full-time postdocs will work with Professor Jakob Hohwy 
and UCL’s Professor Karl Friston over three years to design and conduct behavioural, EEG and MEG experiments.

This success strongly signals M3CS’s standing in consciousness science. Moreover, the theory M3CS is focusing on is 
strongly action-based, in accordance with our research focus, and is also written into the projects from several of the Centre’s 
PhD students and other postdoctoral projects. The two postdocs on the INTREPID project are Dr Andrew Corcoran and Dr 
Jonathan Robinson.

Associate Professor Monima Chadha visiting fellowship to Cornell University
Associate Professor Monima Chadha has won the inaugural Karp Fellowship at the Sage School of Philosophy at Cornell 
University in the US. She is funded to spend a semester at Cornell, working on Vasubandhu’s Karmasiddhiprakaraṇa, 
“The Treatise on Action”, to develop an Abhidharma Buddhist account of moral responsibility without a self. 

Discovery Early Career Fellowship from the Australian Research Council to Dr Aydogan Kars
Dr Aydogan Kars won a prestigious 3-year Discovery Early Career Fellowship from the Australian Research Council. 
Dr Aydogan Kars’s project is “Through the Lens of Sufism: Global Dissemination of Knowledge in Islam” and he 
will pursue this research partly as a member of M3CS. Dr Aydogan Kars also won a large ARC Discovery grant as 
co-chief investigator on Religion and Medicine, and has secured significant philanthropic funding for a project on 
“Metempsychosis: An Interreligious History”

Mindfulness programs in elite sports
Professor Craig Hassed was a co-CI in a $100,000 research contract with a major elite sports club, to engage in 
mindfulness training of its mens and womens elite teams as well as outreach to its members.

Further grants activity
In its first year, M3CS has submitted several further grant applications and projects for funding from additional sources, 
which are pending outcomes.

COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Within Australia, M3CS has entered research agreements with the Turner Institute (Monash University) for an Indigenous-
led project, the private Institute for Social Neuroscience (Melbourne) in program assessment study, and University of 
Tasmania on interpersonal psychometrics. 

Internationally, M3CS has entered research agreements with University of Oxford (via Dr Richard Chambers) on 
introducing mindfulness into the British Parliament, Harvard University (via Professor Jakob Hohwy and Kevin Berryman) 
on ego development, Cornell University (via Associate Professor Monima Chadha) on Buddhist philosophy, McGill 
University (via Dr Mark Miller) on neuroimaging of Jhana states.

International research visits to M3CS are in planning for 2022–3. Dr Paweł Gladziejewski from Torun, Poland, Professor 
Shaun Nichols from Cornell in the US, Professor Antoine Lutz from Lyon, France, Professor Kai Yuan Cheng from Taiwan, 
and Professor Amishi Jha from Florida, US.

In addition, there is a wide range of emerging collaborations across the globe.

M3CS TEAM

Jakob Hohwy 
Centre Director; 
Director of Research; 
Professor of 
Philosophy

Craig Hassed 
Director of Education; 
Professor, General 
Practice; OAM

Rebecca Margolis 
Director of Community 
Engagement; 
Professor and Director 
at the Australian 
Centre for Jewish 
Civilisation (ACJC)

Megan Flamer 
Director of Innovation 
and Capability

Jessica Weijers 
Centre Manager

Monima Chadha 
Associate Professor, 
Philosophy

Richard Chambers 
Clinical psychologist, 
Monash Mindfulness; 
Adjunct Associate 
Professor

Sherelle 
Connaughton 
Education Coordinator

Andrew Corcoran 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow

Aydogan Kars 
Lecturer, Centre for 
Religious Studies

Debbie Ling 
Lecturer, Social Work

Jennifer Windt 
Senior Lecturer, 
Philosophy

Luke Smith 
Teaching Associate

Mark Miller 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow

Iwan Williams 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow

Milan Andrejević 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow, Cognition & 
Philosophy Lab

Kelsey Perrykkad 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow, Cognition & 
Philosophy Lab

Jonathan Robinson 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow, Cognition & 
Philosophy Lab

Toby Woods 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow

Gidi Ifergan 
Adjunct Research Fellow, 
Indian Philosophy and 
Tibetan Buddhism; M3CS, 
Monash University
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PHD STUDENTS
During Aug–Sept 2022, three new 
students will join M3CS: Mengting Zhang 
from China working on dreams, Shawn 
Prest from Canada and Lars Sandved-
Smith from UK/Sweden, both  
working on computational  
models of contemplation.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Neil Bailey, Adjunct Research Fellow, 
Department of Psychiatry (CCS)

Tim Bayne, Professor, Philosophy

Claire Foldi, Research Fellow, 
Physiology

Paul Liknaitzky, Research Fellow, 
Psychiatry Monash Health

Adeel Razi, Associate Professor 
(Research), Psychology

Nao Tsuchiya, Professor, Psychology

Antonio Verdejo-Garcia, Professor 
(Research), Psychology

Thomas Andrillon, Adjunct Associate 
Professor, M3CS; INSERM, Paris 
Brain Institute

Shaun Nichols, Professor, Director 
of Cognitive Science, Sage School 
of Philosophy, Cornell University; 
Monash University Adjunct Professor

M3CS MEMBERS

Kai-Yuan Cheng Whitney Comte Ronald M. Epstein Cathy Freeman 
OAM

Laurence Freeman 
OSB

Ian Gawler OAM Shannon Harvey Martin Hosking Amishi Jha Thomas Metzinger

Andreas Roepstorff Heleen Slagter Anne Vallely

Ema Demšar  
“I am exploring what happens when one 
becomes aware that they are dreaming  

by combining conceptual analysis  
and empirical investigation of the  

structure and dynamics of  
dream experience”

Simon van Baal  
“I investigate the influence of impulsivity and 

self-control on people’s behaviour and  
use this understanding to find ways to 
improve by encouraging contemplation  

and highlighting ways to deliberate  
on outcomes.”

Andy McKilliam  
“I do conceptual work exploring 

the methodological foundations of 
consciousness science, finding that many  
of the challenges that are thought to be 
unique to consciousness science are in  

fact common and have been  
overcome elsewhere  

in science.”

Tom Darling  
“I attempt to integrate 

philosophical approaches and 
cognitive scientific approaches 

to well-being”

Niccolò Negro  
“I work on the philosophy of 

consciousness science, with a 
particular focus on a theory  

called integrated  
information theory”

Adam Manoogian  
“I develop computational models to elucidate 

the behavioral and biological differences 
in mental disorders, focusing on how 

memories, retrospection and  
introspection affect our current  

and future mental states”

Kevin Berryman  
“I do conceptual and empirical 

research to explore if  
meditation in fact makes  

us more moral”

Beth Fisher  
“I am exploring the optimism 
bias normally influencing our 
decisions, asking if this bias 

differs in anxiety and how this 
relates to dopamine levels  

in the brain”

Jasmine Walter  
“I investigate how our philosophical 

approach to consciousness 
impacts clinical practice for  
patients with disorders of  

consciousness”

Manuela Kirberg  
“I explore spontaneous cognition with 
an empirical and conceptual focus on 

the phenomenology, content,  
and cognitive characteristics of 

dreaming and waking  
mind wandering.”

Anikó Kusztor  
“I study transient mental states 
such as mind-wandering and 

depersonalisation/derealisation 
and their impact on the brain 

and behaviour.”
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SNAPSHOT OF YEAR TWO

M3CS is poised to capitalise on the remarkable momentum we have achieved through our first 
year. We will further develop and articulate the distinctive M3CS approach to consciousness and 
contemplative studies.

In Education, we will train more tutors, run the Meaningful Life elective for the first time, and launch a big recruitment 
campaign for the electives for 2023 and 2024 enrolment. Educational staff will be increasingly funded by enrolment 
income. We will become recognised in Australia and worldwide for our experiential contemplative science education.

In Community, we will grow our footprint into local and global communities, with more events, seminars and talks. We 
will make both science and practice freely available. We will cultivate innovative areas of engagement with contemplative 
communities, with a focus on creative activities.

In Enterprise, we will consolidate and expand our offerings and secure several corporate clients as well as engage deeply 
with a wide range of organisations. Income will be re-invested in the Enterprise team. M3CS will become a widely sought 
after provider of contemplative professional development programs and consultancies.

In Research, we will publish landmark research papers, with a strong M3CS signature, and continue to grow our 
international recognition for first class, innovative and interdisciplinary research. Research will increasingly be funded 
through external grants.

In Funding, we will pursue additional philanthropic funding to expand our capacity on all fronts, we will earn and re-invest 
corporate income, and we will successfully secure research funding from numerous funding bodies in Australia and 
overseas.

In Organisation and Personnel, we will build up a network of M3CS Ambassadors across Monash, to widen our 
recruitment. We will expand our networks of community organisations and client partners. We will engage with our 
Advisory Committee. We will hire new students and postdocs, with a focus on gender balance and diversity.

 

2021–2022 has been a momentous 
year for M3CS. We express our gratitude 

to all who have supported the Centre 
on this journey, and look forward with 

excitement to our second year.

212021–2022 Annual Report
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APPENDIX A

M3CS PUBLICATIONS
Representative publications from M3CS team 2021–22. The website also list a series of preprints and papers under 
submission to journals, which gives an up-to-date picture. See also our individual pages for full publication lists.

M3CS has three overall research areas:

§	Evaluation and assessment of educational and professional development offerings (marked with * below)

§	Philosophy, consciousness and contemplative studies (marked with † below)

§	Contemplation in cognition and neuroscience (marked with § below)

BOOKS
†Hassed, C., McKenzie, S. 2021. Mindfulness for Life. Exisle Publishing.

†Kars, A and Bahrani, A (eds). 2021. Umar al-Suhrawardī: Studies, Editions, Translations, Studies on Sufism Book 
Series Vol 7, Leiden: Brill.

ARTICLES AND CHAPTERS

2022
§Van Baal, S. T., Walasek, L., Hohwy, J. 2022. Modelling pandemic behaviour using an economic multiplayer game. 
Scientific Reports.

†Deterding S, Andersen MM, Kiverstein J and Miller M (2022) Mastering uncertainty: A predictive processing account of 
enjoying uncertain success in video game play. Frontiers in psychology 13:924953. doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2022.924953 

*Neate, S. L., Reece, J., Hassed, C., Chambers, R., Connaughton, S., Nag, N. 2022. A qualitative analysis of free 
text comments of participants from a massive open online mindfulness course. Frontiers in Public Health. doi: 10.3389/
fpubh.2022.947898

§van Baal, S.T., Moskovsky, N., Hohwy, J., Verdejo-Garcia, A., 2022. State impulsivity amplifies urges without 
diminishing self-control. Addictive Behaviors 133: 107381

†Woods, T.J., Windt, J., Carter, O. 2022. The path to contentless experience in meditation: An evidence synthesis 
based on expert texts. Phenomenology and the Cognitive Sciences.

§Decat, N. Walter, J. Koh, ZH. Sribanditmongkol, P. Fulcher, B. Windt, J. Andrillon, T. Naotsugu, T. (2022). Beyond 
traditional sleep scoring: Massive feature extraction and data-driven clustering of sleep time series. Sleep Medicine 98: 
39-52. [Preprint]

†Kars, A. 2022. Ismāʿīl al-Qaṣrī, Kubrawiyya, and Sufi Genealogies: ‘Deep-Dark Transmissions’ in Medieval Iran. Iranian 
Studies, Vol 55 Issue 1, pages 143-176.

*Hassed C. 2022. Mindfulness in Medical Education. Clinical Teacher Volume 19, Issue S1, Special Issue: Mindfulness 
in Medical Education: The Changing Landscape of Mindfulness in Medical Education Conference 2022 Proceedings, 
pages 6-7.

†Kars, A. 2022. A ‘Sufi’ Epistle on Spiritual Poverty, and Its Authors: Authenticity, Authority, and Genre in Textual 
Reproduction, Journal of Islamic Studies, Vol 33 Issue 2, pages 203-229.

Andersen, M. M., Kiverstein, J., Miller, M., & Roepstorff, A. (2022). Play in predictive minds: A cognitive theory of play. 
Psychological Review.

§Perrykkad, K., Hohwy, J. (2022). How selves differ within and across cognitive domains: Self-prioritisation, self-
concept, and psychiatric traits. BMC Psychology 10, 165.

†Kars, A. 2022. The Early Transmission of al-Suhrawardī’s ʿAwārif al-Maʿārif, Journal of Religion, Vol 102 Issue 1, pages 
47-92.

†Woods, T., Windt, J., Carter, O. 2022. Evidence synthesis indicates contentless experiences in meditation are neither 
truly contentless nor identical. Phenomenology and the Cognitive Sciences.

§Seth, A.K., Bayne, T. 2022. Theories of consciousness. Nature Reviews Neuroscience.

†Miller M, Kiverstein J, Rietveld E. 2022. The Predictive Dynamics of Happiness and Well-Being. Emotion Review 
14(1):15-30.

§Woźniak, M., T. T. Schmidt, Y.-h. Wu, F. Blankenburg and J. Hohwy 2022. Differences in working memory coding of 
biological motion attributed to oneself and others. Human Brain Mapping.

†Kirberg, M. & Windt, J. (In Print). History of the Study of Dreams. Encyclopedia of Sleep and Circadian Rhythms, 2e

§Guthrie, T., Matthews, J., Chambers, R., Windt, J., Hohwy, J. 2022. Changes in multisensory integration following 
brief state induction and longer-term training with body scan meditation. Mindfulness.

*Williams, B., Beovich, B., Ling, D., & Abbass, A. 2022. A psychometric study of the Compassionate Love Scale for 
Humanity Short version (CLS-H-SF) within a paramedicine student cohort. International Emergency Nursing, 61, 101115.

§Whyte, C., Hohwy, J., & Smith, R. 2022. An active inference model of conscious access: How cognitive action 
selection reconciles the results of report and No-Report paradigms. Current Research in Neurobiology.

§Arnaldo, I., Corcoran, A., Friston, K., Ramstead, M. 2022. Stress and its sequelae: An active inference account of the 
etiological pathway from allostatic overload to depression. Neuroscience & Biobehavioral Reviews 135:104590.

§Koppel, S., Stephens, A., Kaviani, F., Peiris, S., Young, K., Chambers, R., Hassed, C. 2022. It’s all in the mind: 
the relationship between mindfulness and nomophobia on technology engagement while driving and aberrant driving 
behaviours. Transportation Research Part F: Traffic Psychology and Behaviour 86: 252-262.

†Chadha, M., Nichols, S. 2022. Self-control without a self. Australasian Journal of Philosophy.

§Ciaunica, A., McEllin, L., Kiverstein, J., Gallese, V., Hohwy, J. & Wozniak, M. (2022). Zoomed out? Depersonalization is 
related to increased digital media use during the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown. Scientific Reports 12(1): 3888.

†Kirberg, M. 2022. Neurocognitive dynamics of spontaneous offline simulations: Re-conceptualizing (dream)bizarreness. 
Philosophical Psychology: 1-30.

†Hassed, C. 2022. Overcoming Multiple Sclerosis Handbook: roadmap to good health. Meditation, mindfulness and the 
mind-body connection. Sydney: Allen & Unwin. Pp. 108-126.

†Chadha, M. 2022. A Buddhist Response to the Quality-Combination Problem for Panpsychism. The Monist 105(1): p. 
131-145. [Preprint]

†Chadha, M. 2022. Personhood in Classical Indian Philosophy. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2022 
Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.).

§van Baal, S. T., Walasek, L., Karanfilovska, D., Cheng, A., & Hohwy, J. 2022. Risk perception, illusory superiority, 
and personal responsibility during COVID-19: An experimental study of attitudes to staying home. British Journal of 
Psychology.

https://www.monash.edu/consciousness-contemplative-studies/research
https://www.monash.edu/consciousness-contemplative-studies/people
https://exislepublishing.com/product/mindfulness-for-life-2/
https://brill.com/view/title/55060
https://brill.com/view/title/55060
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2022.924953/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2022.924953/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpubh.2022.947898/abstract
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpubh.2022.947898/abstract
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.addbeh.2022.107381
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.addbeh.2022.107381
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11097-022-09812-y
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11097-022-09812-y
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sleep.2022.06.013
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https://doi.org/10.1080/00210862.2021.1902788
https://doi.org/10.1080/00210862.2021.1902788
https://doi.org/10.1080/00210862.2021.1902788
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https://doi.org/10.1186/s40359-022-00870-0
https://doi.org/10.1086/717119
https://doi.org/10.1086/717119
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11097-022-09811-z
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11097-022-09811-z
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41583-022-00587-4
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1755599X21001531
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-07657-8
https://doi.org/10.1080/09515089.2022.2042231
https://www.allenandunwin.com/browse/books/general-books/health-fitness/Overcoming-Multiple-Sclerosis-Handbook-George-Jelinek-MD-Sandra-Neate-FACEM-and-Michelle-ODonoghue-MD-9781760878788
https://doi.org/10.1093/monist/onab027
https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/2817671/Pre-Print-Abhidharma-Buddhist-Panprotopsychism.pdf
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2022/entries/personhood-india
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2021
*Kakoschke, N., C. Hassed, R. Chambers and K. Lee 2021. The importance of formal versus informal mindfulness 
practice for enhancing psychological wellbeing and study engagement in a medical student cohort with a 5-week 
mindfulness-based lifestyle program. PLOS ONE 16(10): e0258999.

§Tsuchiya, N. and Saigo, H. 2021. A relational approach to consciousness: categories of level and contents of 
consciousness. Neuroscience of Consciousness 2021(2).

§Andrillon, T., Burns, A., Mackay, T., Windt, J. & Tsuchiya, N. 2021. Predicting lapses of attention with sleep-like slow 
waves. Nature Communications, 12, 3657.

*Bartlett, L., Buscot, M.-J., Bindoff, A., Chambers R. & Hassed C. 2021. Mindfulness Is associated with lower stress 
and higher work engagement in a large sample of MOOC participants. Frontiers in Psychology 12(3924).

†Chadha, M. 2021. Eliminating selves and persons. Journal of the American Philosophical Association, 7(3), 273-294.

†Hassed, C. 2021. The art of introducing mindfulness into medical and allied health curricula. Mindfulness 12, 1909-
1919.

†Hassed, C. 2021. Mindfulness: Is it Buddhist or universal? The Humanistic Psychologist, 49(1), 72-88.

†Hohwy, J. 2021. Conscious self-evidencing. Review of Psychology & Philosophy.

†Kars, A. 2021. Ismāʿīl al-Qaṣrī, Kubrawiyya, and Sufi genealogies: “Deep-dark transmissions” in medieval Iran. Iranian 
Studies (online first).

†Payne, J. E., R. Chambers and P. Liknaitzky 2021. Combining psychedelic and mindfulness interventions: Synergies to 
inform clinical practice. ACS Pharmacology & Translational Science, 4(2): 416-42.

*Ling, D., M. Petrakis and J. H. Olver 2021. The Use of Common Humanity Scenarios to Promote Compassion in 
Healthcare Workers. Australian Social Work 74(1): 110-121.

*Prochilo, G. A., R. J. S. Costa, Hassed, R. Chambers and P. Molenberghs 2021. A 16-week aerobic exercise and 
mindfulness-based intervention on chronic psychosocial stress: a pilot and feasibility study. Pilot and Feasibility Studies 
7(1): 64.

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0258999
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0258999
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0258999
https://academic.oup.com/nc/article/2021/2/niab034/6397521?searchresult=1
https://academic.oup.com/nc/article/2021/2/niab034/6397521?searchresult=1
https://www-nature-com.ezproxy.lib.monash.edu.au/articles/s41467-021-23890-7
https://www-nature-com.ezproxy.lib.monash.edu.au/articles/s41467-021-23890-7
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.724126/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.724126/full
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